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Please see the SPP Generation Modeling Approach document dated July 31, 2012 by SPP staff.   
 
1. (Patty Denny, KCPL) So we can’t have negative generation in Marketplace because RTGEN 

can’t accept it?  Why doesn’t SPP require its vendor to modify RTGEN to continue to have 
negative generation in Marketplace instead of this huge effort to make the members change 
what they’re doing instead of accommodating an SPP vendor?  This is a surprise to the 
participants; they were told that there weren’t any changes.  This could be big changes, 
participants not sure that they can be made when SPP wants them to be made (by Market 
Trials so there aren’t two models to compare during testing, etc.) 

 
Yes, that is correct; RTGEN is unable to accept negative generation.  However, due to the 
new approach document “SPP Generation Modeling Approach” MPs will not be required to 
change how their Resources are modeled.   

 
2. (Patty Denny, KCPL) If there is a cost associated with this change that SPP is now requiring, 

whose responsibility is the cost?  
 

SPP staff will incorporate necessary modeling changes within SPP systems to handle the 
different resource modeling configurations; therefore this change approach should not add 
extraneous costs to MP systems. 
 

3. Where will the aux load in a net with aux situation be settled?  Which settlement Location? 
The load settlement location or the generation settlement location?  And does that mean the 
participant has to now register a load node?  

 
Per the approach document 1.2.1 (b):  SPP systems will require Load and Resources to be 
modeled in separate Settlement Locations because SPP cannot model the auxiliary load in the 
same Settlement Location as the Resource.   

i. If the Market Participant wants to bid its auxiliary load in the Day Ahead 
Market for the hours that the Resource is offline, the Market Participant 
must have a separate load Settlement Location modeled in SPP Systems 
for the auxiliary load or have the auxiliary load included in an existing 
load Settlement Location.  

ii. It is not possible to bid in auxiliary Load in the Day Ahead Market using 
the Resource Settlement Location. 

 
4. RTWG is looking at Schedule 13 – Netting of aux load.  How does that fit in with what we’re 

doing here?  
 
Operations staff is working with regulatory on this question.   
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5. (Doug Collins, OPPD) A participant had heard that it is a compliance requirement that raw 

meter data is sent, that the participants are not to change / adjust meter data.  However, it 
sounds like the SPP CBA is accepting adjustments to the meter data – having SCADA handle 
the netting?  Is this not a NERC compliance question? 

 
Due to the new approach MPs will not be required to change their Resource modeling 
configuration.  SPP staff has confirmed with settlements that the new approach for generation 
modeling will not impact settlements.  However, net w/aux is not a concern for 
NERC.  Participants must submit to settlements meter data that is consistent with what they 
are submitting in real-time through ICCP.    
 

6. (Jessica Collins, SPS) Suggest that SPP create a matrix on exactly how we’re going to use 
the data.   
 
Diagrams depicting the 3 modeling options will be included in the ICCP Handbook. These 
revisions will be published in August. 

 
7. Participants need to know exactly what are we expecting them to send to SPP.   

 
Please see response to #6 regarding the depictions to be in the ICCP Handbook regarding 
modeling configurations.  

 
8. (Tom, OPPD) MW Hours are not in ICCP handbook, looking at v3, charts and diagrams do 

not include MW hours.  Need ICCP handbook update?   
 
In the ICCP Handbook, there are references to MWH for tie lines.  There are no processes 
that handle MWH inside of EMS and there are no processes to export the MWH outside of 
EMS. 

 
9. Wants example of how to perform calculations – ex when a unit is going offline/coming 

online. 
 
The three current modeling options will be depicted in the ICCP Handbook.  One-on-one 
discussions will continue to verify the current modeling options used. 

 
10. Do they need to be registering a new Load node?  When are those registrations due?  

 
Please see question #3.  Any registration changes will be handled per the EIS Market 
registration rules and the Marketplace Registration workstream timelines. 

 
11. (Casey Cathey, SPP) suggested we have more examples in each state  
 

The data in the ICCP Handbook shall include information regarding the supported generation 
modeling options for Marketplace. 
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12. (Patty Denny, KCPL) – Will we have another joint meeting to answer all these questions and 
answers?  And with these concerns is SPP going ahead with one-on-one sessions and calls 
next week? 

 
SPP will post the answers to these questions on spp.org under the Registration folder. The 
Registration folder can be accessed via the following link:   
http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=2180&pageID=27.  
 
MWG will review the new approach document at the August 3rd conference call. 

 
13. (Patty Denny, KCPL) I’ve known for a couple of years that SPP MPs report auxiliary usage 

in different ways.  It was mentioned as side conversation at MWG meetings, and it was my 
understanding that no change would be initiated until after market go-live due to the 
significant impacts of the change.  We even completed our registration package under the 
assumption this reporting process would not change.  Now, we are being told the change is 
effective March 1, 2013.  This is a significant change to KCP&L that will negatively impact 
our efforts to be ready for market go-live. 

 
a. Was this change and the impact to the MPs ever discussed or addressed in a working 

group such as MWG to ensure all issues were addressed and that MPs are making 
changes to reflect consistent reporting? For instance, do we report all auxiliary usage 
as load whether the resource is on-line or not? Or do we report it as load only when 
the resource is off-line? 
 
This change was presented and discussed at the June MWG Meeting.  Please refer to 
#1 as we will communicate the revised approach so members can continue aux load 
modeling as they do in the EIS Market. 
 

b. What is the justification for having us change the way we report auxiliary usage?  Is 
there FERC instruction that indicates our current methodology is incorrect? 

 
Due to the new approach no changes are required by MPs.  FERC has not provided 
instruction related to Net w/Aux modeling.  SPP is concerned that differences in the 
way resources are modeled will add complexity to SPP analysis for load forecasting 
and EMS modeling.   
 

c. How many MPs must make this change?  
 
17 MPs have been identified as having Net w/o aux load (negative generation when 
off-line), but due to the revised approach MPs are no longer required to change to net 
w/aux. 
 
 
 

http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=2180&pageID=27
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d. Do we need to change both our transmission and market reporting of generation, 

auxiliary usage, and load? 
 
No changes are required as a result of the new approach.   
 

e. How will SPP and MPs factor this change into load projections? 
 
Due to the new approach, MPs will not be required to change their modeling 
approach.  If the MP is using the “Net w/o Aux” approach, SPP will incorporate the 
aux amount into the SPP load.    
 

f. Does the change have to be made March 1, 2013?  How was this date determined? 
Why wouldn’t SPP want consistent reporting for a calendar year? 

 
Any registration changes will be handled per the EIS Market registration rules and the 
Marketplace Registration workstream timelines. 
 

g. If the true driver is SPP’s EMS system configuration, why couldn’t the system be 
configured to accept auxiliary usage as it is currently reported? 

 
Please see the new approach document.   


